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I.  INTRODUCTION 

This memorandum describes the present state of development of an 
ellipsoidal mirror reflectometer (EMR). The future application of the 
EMR is the measurement of the reflectance of heated metals at wave- 
lengths emitted by powerful lasers. The metals to be emphasized are 
commercial aluminum and steel alloys, with known (measured) surface 
roughness. 

For the intended application, a reflectometer able to gather all 
flux reflected, not just flux in a single direction, is needed. This 
reflectance may be used to infer the absorption of a material, a quan- 
tity of more importance to laser effects work.  For any sample, incident 
flux is either transmitted, reflected, or absorbed. The sum of the ratios 
of each flux to the incident flux must be unity: T+R+A=l.   This equa- 
tion applies only when all reflected flux is collected by the reflecto- 
meter. With gas lasers flux is incident from essentially one direction. 
To emphasize these facts, R is best rewritten according to National Bureau 
of Standards (NBS) notation for directional-hemispherical reflectance 

R + p(eo^o;27T).1* 

Reflectometers which allow the evaluation of all flux from a re- 
flecting sample are of two types:  integrating sphere or imaging device. 
The former depends upon a coating which must be diffusing and highly 
reflective, and under the circumstances, stable under heat. 

Coatings showing promise through the middle infrared have been 
reported;2 but in a sphere coated with a commonly available substance 
the longest wavelength used, known to the authors, is 3.4 ym.  The 
integrating sphere coating diffuses reflected flux and the detector 
senses the wall brightness.  In contrast, imaging reflectometers do not 
diffuse the flux but converge (image) the flux onto the detector. The 
flux that is imaged is just that which is reflected by the sample.  The 
imaging device is a polished surface, usually metal, and therefore can 
image flux from visible to middle infrared spectral regions.  Past 
instruments of the imaging type were polished hemispherical mirrors. 
Sample and detector were placed equally off-center and flux introduced 
to the sample through a hole in the mirror wall. The arrangement results 
in poor imaging with consequent errors caused by the detector's not 
sensing all flux and by its non-uniform sensitivity to off-axis flux. 

An ellipsoidal mirror has the advantages over a hemispherical mirror 
of reduced image size and conveniently large spatial separation of 
sample and detector. The separation of components is important for 
accommodating bulky mounts and for heating the sample without affecting 
the detector. 

♦References are listed on page 17. 
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Sensitivity to off-axis flux is a problem not relieved by an EM, 
however. 

II.  DESCRIPTION OF MIRROR 

1. Construction 

The mirror design, Figure 1, was executed in the BRL shop by an 
unusual method shown schematically in Figure 2. A standard contour 
follower controlled a lathe cutting tool. A finger, which normally 
touches the outline of a template, was fixed to a point on a bar. One 
end of the bar moved in a track horizonally and the other end moved in 
a track vertically. The lathe was made to move the bar and the finger 
then moved on one quadrant of an elliptical path. The path generation 
was basically the draftsman's "long trammel" method of drawing an 
ellipse.*  The error in making an ellipse template was entirely by- 
passed, leaving the (ever-present) control error of the follower over the 
cross-feed. 

As a large block of aluminum was spun in the lathe, the cutting tool 
(at the end of a boring bar) followed the elliptical path the finger 
took. At completion of the cutting, the cavity formed a half-ellipsoid. 
The maximum depth was the length of the semi-major axis and the cavity 
opening was the diameter of the minor axis.  This geometry meant that 
one focus lay inside the real cavity and the other focus lay inside the 
cavity of a phantom half-ellipsoid. To bring the foci into the plane of 
the cavity opening, the block was bisected (cut AA!) and the two symmetri- 
cal halves rejoined as in Figure 3. Six holes were bored through the 
block.  Three holes, axes coplanar, were centered on each focus, the 
axis of one normal to the cavity opening (now the focal plane) and the 
other two at 45°. 

The cavity was given an initial polish while on the lathe. After- 
wards hand polishing was done with grades of diamond paste on cotton. 
Each succeeding grade was swabbed out with acetone on cotton. 

2. Imaging 

The imaging equations are derived in Appendix A.  Other 
authors have used other treatments.  The equations are not simple re- 
lations involving only the ellipsoid dimensions. They are complicated 
by the appearance of the coordinates of the reflection point on the EM 
surface.  Rays leaving the same source point are reflected to different 
spots depending on where on the EM they are reflected. The image of a 
finite sized source is a composite of the areal images of each radiating 
point in the source. The greatest extent of the image is the maximum 



magnification of the EM times the source dimension.  From Bradenberg 
or equations A15 the maximum magnification for a small source centered 
at one focus is 

Mx
2 = |(a2 ♦ fa)y/(a2 - fa)      = My  , 

where a is the length of the semi-major axis (axis of revolution of the 
ellipse) and f is the distance of the foci from the center of the 
ellipsoid.  For our mirror the maximum magnification is 4.16 along the 
semi-major axis and 2.04 perpendicular to it. 

Knowing the size of the image is of importance since the entrance 
aperture of the flux-collection apparatus must be large enough to admit 
all tne imaged flux.  For an EM the magnification is fixed by tne length 
of the semi-major axis and the separation of the foci.  But by keeping 
tne irradiated area on tne sample small, and centered on one focus, the 
image size is small and collection loss is minimized. 

As an imaging test, a nelium-neon laser beam was made to impinge 
normally on graph paper taped over the focal plane of the mirror. Tne 
paper was assumed to reflect tne beam over all parts of the mirror.  It 
also easily located the focal plane and directly gave the sizes of the 
incident and imaged spots. 

Figure 4 shows that the ellipsoidal mirror image and object sizes 
are equal for a small object.  The areas are larger than the laser 
beam diameter, 1 mm, due to a time exposure accenting the light scattered 
from paper and mirror, and inter-reflections of source and image which 
enlarge the area containing the flux.  The diffraction pattern of the 
laser beam through a screen (1000 lines per inch) was also used as a 
source to be imaged by the EM. The photograpn of Figure 5 shows that the 
EM does not image'the areal pattern with fidelity. This illustrates 
the need to keep the irradiated area at one focus small. 

3.  Flux Losses 

Several tests establisned the magnitude of flux loss of the EM. 
Losses can be expected from flux being reflected out the holes, and 
from absorption and scattering at the mirror surface.  The mirror 
efficiency usefully expresses the loss.  Efficiency is the ratio of 
detection apparatus signal with and without the EM.  Tne signal with 
the EM is obtained by bringing flux onto a standard reflection 
target at one focus while the detector is at the other focus. The 
signal without the EM is measured by removing the standard target and 
placing the detector in the target position. The ratio of signals 
so obtained is unity for a perfect EM and less than unity for a real 
EM. 



A standard target should be one with a known (preferably close to 
unity) reflectance.  Four reflectors were tried:  a flat (1/10 X) 
aluminum coated front surface mirror, a magnesium oxide coating on 
nominally flat metal, a new ball-bearing, and a ball-bearing smoked 
with magnesium oxide. 

The target, located at one focal point of the EM, reflected a helium- 
neon laser beam (1 mW) which the EM gathered to the other focal point. 
There, flux was detected by a silicon solar cell (100 ft, 1 mV signal) 
attached to an averaging sphere. The sphere insured that detector 
saturation and angular sensitivity were not problems. The detector 
reading in this configuration was compared to the reading taken on the 
direct beam. The ratio of readings, divided by the true directional- 
hemispherical reflectance of the target, was the mirror efficiency. The 
flat mirror allowed individual small areas of the ellipsoidal mirror to 
be tested without hole loss. The round targets deviated flux (non- 
uniformly) over the entire 2TT steradian collection solid angle of 

the mirror and thus hole loss could be included. Appendix B discusses 
the diameter of a shiny ball-bearing needed for a desired conical re- 
flection.  For the laser beam, 2*8 mm sufficed. The whitened ball- 
bearing checked the assumption that a new ball-bearing has 100 
percent reflectance. The assumption was wrong as comparison of the 
measurements led to a directional-hemispherical reflectance of 0.58 for 
a shiny ball-bearing. Table 1 gives the efficiency of the EM as found 
by a flat mirror, a whitened flat, and a whitened ball-bearing. 

Table 1 Ellipsoidal Mirror Efficiency, 633 nm 

Flat Mirror*       Whitened Flat    Whitened Bali- 
Bearing 

Efficiency      0.59 0.38 0.39 

♦There is no hole loss with this target, so the efficiency is 
actually the directional-hemispherical reflectance of the EM surface. 

4. Systematic Errors 

There are certain systematic errors when reflected flux is measured 
in an EMR.  They are induced by hole losses, interreflections of target 
and averaging sphere, and misalignment of target.  Having the foci lie 
side-by-side instead of fore-and-aft prevented one error. The sample 
and its holder cannot block any reflected flux from the averaging sphere. 

Hole losses can be the most serious error source in our EMR. The 
construction section described the holes as centered 0° and ±45° on each 
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focal point. The flux-admitting holes are one inch diameter the others 
are half-inch diameter. There is always a hole in the specular direction 
and with a properly aligned, polished sample most of the reflected flux 
will pass out of the EM.  Deliberate misalignment of a highly polished 
target can greatly reduce hole loss. Imaging is worsened, but not flux 
collection, if the averaging sphere entrance port accepts all the image. 
With rougher targets a unidirectional lay combined with a tilt will con- 

trol the reflection sufficiently to miss the holes. Details of this 
technique are found under sample preparation in Section IV, page 14. 

Interreflections are caused by flux in the averaging sphere being 
back-reflected to the EM, which focuses it onto the target, which in 
turn reflects it back to the mirror, and back to the averaging sphere. 
The process repeats but the interreflected flux becomes weaker on each 
pass due to the multiplicative factors of the mirror's reflectance and 
the target's reflectance. The net effect is that the detector senses 
more flux in the averaging sphere than would otherwise be there if there 
were no interreflections. 

Dunn, et. al.  give as the interreflection factor: 

( 2 - Phs<Vd",f
s-e )-1 

where p,  is the hemispherical reflectance of the sample, (p ) , is the 

average effective reflectance of the mirror for flux coming diffusely 
from the sphere entrance, n1 is the fraction of flux back-reflected from 
the sphere entrance aperture,  and f   is the fraction of the 

back-reflected flux that the mirror intercepts and focuses on the sample. 
If the factors in the denominator are close to unity, the whole term 
will be very large and interreflections will have a significant effect. 

To estimate the magnitude we take the reflectances of the mirror 
(p ) , and target (p, ) to be 0.6 and 0.7. The fraction of back-reflected 

flux n1 is discussed in Appendix C.  n1 = 0.37.  We assume the mirror 
intercepts all back-reflected flux, f  =1.  Evaluating the inter- 

reflection factor with these values gives 1.10, or a reading 10 percent 
higher than if there were no interreflections. 
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III. AVERAGING SPHERES 

2 
Studies of the National Bureau of Standards  have emphasized that 

serious measurement errors may arise when radiation flux is incident off- 
axis and on different portions of a detector's sensitive area. These 
defects of detectors are termed angular and areal sensitivity. In our 
EMR the problems are acute since some rays are incident at large angles 
on a detector whose area is larger than the focused flux. The problems 
are corrected by using an averaging sphere. This device has a spherical 
interior with a diffusing coating of high reflectance. The distinction 
between averaging and integrating spheres is mostly functional. The former 
term is reserved for a device that corrects detector response and the latter 
term is reserved for a reflectometer.  In addition, an integrating sphere 
would have more ports and light shields. 

Two averaging spheres of different design have been tested for use 
with the EMR.  In one the interior is unobscured by radiation shields 
and in the other the detector is shielded.  In neither type can the 
detector receive flux directly but only flux reflected from the surface 
within the field of view.  In the shieldless sphere, the detector is 
recessed from the sphere wall thus preventing any but internally re- 
flected flux from stiking it. The shielded sphere followed a design of 
Lärche and Schulze? . The working design of the spheres is shown in 
Figures 6 and 7. 

Flux enters through a port and is multiply reflected so that the 
sphere wall is of constant brightness. Through another port the detector 
views an area of the wall. As with the integrating sphere the averaging 
sphere has the drawback that coatings for the infrared have various in- 
adequacies. Another large problem is that averaging spheres are in- 
herently inefficient. An NBS analysis 2 shows that the efficiency, the 
ratio of detected flux to direct flux, can be expected to be 3 percent. 

An averaging sphere would remove the effects of the geometric 
distribution of flux and cause the detector signal to be uniquely 
associated with one flux level. A sphere is tested with a certain mode 
of illumination. The sphere must be mounted to turn about an axis in 
the plane of the aperture. As it is turned the effective aperture area 
decreases as cosine 6. With the aperture fully and evenly illuminated 
from one direction, the quantity of flux admitted to the sphere will 
decrease as cosine 6. Then if there is no angular dependence, the 
detector output will also decrease as cosine 0. 

In another mode of illumination, the aperture admits a beam whose 
diameter is small compared with that of the aperture.  In effect this 
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test requires a light ray or its approximation, a HeNe laser beam.  Now as 
the sphere is turned the admitted flux is constant and, if there is no 
angular dependence, the detector signal is constant. The tests are not 
equivalent.  If a sphere-detector responds correctly to narrow-beam illumi- 
nation, it will to full-beam illumination also. The converse is not true. 

Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the response of the unshielded sphere and 
Larche-Schulze sphere to full and narrow illumination. On polar paper 
the desired responses are: a circle with maximum amplitude at normal 
incidence and zero amplitude at ±90° for full illumination and a semi- 
circle centered on the origin for narrow illumination.  For the unshielded 
sphere the measured response is within 17 percent of the ideal response 
over the angular limits of ±70°, set by the finite size of the laser 
beam and wall thickness of the sphere entrance port. 

The Larche-Schulze sphere was designed for ultraviolet skylight 
measurements, i.e., aperture fully, evenly, and hemispherically illumi- 
nated. When tested for cosine fall-off of response, the sphere did give 
good results. However, when tested for a semi-circular response it did 
not. The reason is that a narrow beam (semi-circular response) has the 
effect of probing the internal structure. The shield reflects to the 
wall a large portion of normally incident flux; all flux incident beyond 
±30° strikes the wall directly. The increased response beyond ±30° is 
explained by there being one less internal reflection for these angles, 
and not good diffusion. 

The measurement error caused by angular sensitivity is not known. 
It should be assumed that very different flux distributions, as from 
scratched target and smooth reference mirror, will cause a large error. 
Similar flux distributions would cause the least error. 

IV.  TARGETS 

The EMR will accept flat targets of any material. However, the 
intention is to use metal targets which are externally heated. The 
targets are one inch by one inch right cylinders machined out of 
commercial aluminum (2024-T4, 6061-T6, 7075-T6) and steel (1020; 1085 ST, 
4140 ST) alloys. A blind hole 3/4 inch diameter is drilled in one end; 
the hole allows a propane torch flame to melt the front end within 
several minutes.  Also, 1/16 inch behind the reflecting end are holes 
for two thermocouple probes.  The target rests against set screws in 
an open-ended cylindrical holder.  A gas fitting at the front end of 
the holder permits a non-absorbing, non-reacting gas, such as argon, 
to flow over the reflecting end of the target. The target holder is 
joined by a rod to a positioning assembly with fine angular and trans- 
lational control. 

The mounted target, seen from the reflecting side, is shown in 
Figure 11. 
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Tool marks must be removed before reflection measurements can be 
made. Surface preparation consists of hand rubbing the reflecting face 
against successively finer grades of silicon carbide paper. The target 
is "dropped in" to form part of the flat face of a 4-inch diameter 
polishing jig. Rubbing back and forth on glass-backed, wetted paper 
produces a unidirectional lay. At the next finer paper the jig is turned 
90° and rubbing continues until only new scratches are seen. The final 
surface is one which is scratched by a particular grade of paper. We 
have ended with 320 or 600 grade paper. A higher polish can be given 
aluminum targets with 800 grit slurry, a rinse, and then a magnesium oxide 
slurry on a felt covered polishing wheel. 

The lay causes reflected flux to be contained in a fuzzy band lying 
symmetrically about the specular direction. A picture of the band, from 
a HeNe laser beam, and a magnified portion of the target are shown in 
Figures 12 and 13. 

Diffraction probably causes the band. The unidirectional scratches 
on the metal form a poor quality reflection grating. Diffraction orders 
are not seen, as they would be with numerous, regularly spaced grooves; 
but, as with diffraction, the band is perpendicular to the direction of 
the scratches, i.e., horizonally running scratches cause the band to be 
vertical. Confinement of the reflected flux to a band and control over 
the specular direction allow relatively little flux to fall on a hole 
in the EM and be lost. Low hole loss can also be achieved with highly 
polished targets. However, the surface finish is then better than that 
of real targets of interest. 

V. COMPARISON WITH REFLECTOMETER IN NIR 

Near infrared (NIR) reflectance measurements of a room-temperature 
target were made with the EMR and a Beckman DK-2A reflectometer. The EMR 
apparatus is shown by a block diagram and a photograph in Figures 1Ä 
and 15. The target was Al 2024-T4 scratched unidirectionally on No. 600 
silicon carbide paper. A combination of tilt and diffraction from sur- 
face lay visibly minimized hole loss. The source was a tungsten-halogen 
lamp designed as a standard irradiance source and powered by a constant 
current supply (Optronic Laboratories). The filament is spiral wound, 
2 in. x 1/4 in. in size.  Lamp flux was spectrally filtered and chopped 
(13 Hz) before it entered the EMR. Two quartz lenses (3 in. and 2 in. 
diameter) cast a deraagnified image of the filament onto the target at 
the EM focal plane. The corresponding image at the averaging sphere's 
entrance port was 7/8 in x 1/8 in. The averaging sphere was slightly 
tilted so that the entrance port best admitted the imaged flux. The 
detector was from a Spectra-Physics Model 4018 power meter. Detector 
voltage was preamplified (xlO gain) before being synchronously amplified 
(xlO gain) and further amplified by an oscilloscope where the ac signal 
was monitored. A proportional ac signal, available at the oscilloscope, 
was rectified and sent to an xy recorder and digital voltmeter (DVM). 
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The recorder was used to verify system stability (half hour warm-up 
needed); data were taken from the DVM. 

DVM readings were made sequentially with eight narrowband (0.01 ym) 
filters from O18 ym to 1.5 ym, then repeated twice more. The reference 
mirror was then put in place and, along with the averaging sphere 
positioned for negligible hole loss and most flux collection. The DVM 
readings were made as before. The mean target reading was divided by the 
mean reference mirror reading and the result multiplied by the spectral 
reflectance of the reference mirror (obtained with the Beckman DK-2A). 

VI.  RESULTS 

The reflectance from the same sample was measured on three different 
days. The graph, Figure 16, shows the results individually. Data of 
25 and 28 June are close compared to those of 24 June.  In each run the 
only variable is the positioning of target, reference mirror, and 
averaging sphere so this factor is the probable cause of spread among 
the curves. The calculated reflectance at each wavelength was averaged 
and an estimate of the standard deviation was made from the range, a 
method appropriate to small sample populations.** 

The spectral reflectance recorded by three runs on the DK-2A was 
averaged and the sample estimated standard deviation computed. The 
averages of the three runs of both instruments are shown in Figure 17. 
The averaged data for the Beckman and for the EMR are listed in Tables 2 
and 3 along with the percentage disagreement between the instruments. 

From 0.8 ym to 1.5 ym the estimate of the standard deviation for the 
EMR is 0.042 and for the Beckman DK-2A it is 0.006. The average disagree- 
ment is 16 percent.  This disagreement is perhaps not typical of what is 
obtainable with unscratched specimens.  It was repeatedly seen that the 
Beckman reading changed radically when the scratched target was rolled 
around its cylindrical axis.  By looking into the integrating sphere 
when the spectophotometer was admitting visible radiation, the afore- 
mentioned diffraction band could be seen. A maximum reading (over 100 
per cent) occurred with the band falling between the slits with notice- 
able flux also falling in the field of view of the detector. A minimum 
reading (those reported for comparison with the EMR) occurred when the 
diffraction band fell across the entrance slits of the integrating sphere 
and outside the field of view of the detector.  So the Beckman reading 
would have higher hole loss than the EMR.  The comparison plot in 
Figure 17 does show the Beckman reading everywhere lower than the EMR. 
The reliable figure of the comparison is thought to be the data scatter 
that each instrument produces; the Beckman is seven times as good as 
the EMR in this regard. 
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VII.  CONCLUSION 

The EMR is intended for operation at wavelengtns of high power 
lasers, i.e., the middle infrared.  It was instrumented for a reflec- 
tance test in the near infrared in order to compare its accuracy and 
precision witn those of a commercially available reflectometer in the 
working range of the latter instrument.  Results showed a 16 percent 
offset witn EMR reading higher; the data scatter was seven times as 
nigh witn tne EMR.  Both instruments are sensitive to the reflectance 
pattern off a unidirectionally scratched surface.  This type of surface 
preparation avoided flux loss through noles in the EM. 

Measurement witn tne EMR requires the reflector to be slightly 
tilted to avoid hole loss and tne averaging sphere to be positioned 
where tne image is smallest. The incident flux is determined by a 
nign quality mirror.  Again careful alignment of reflector and collec- 
tor is needed.  Also, the source of flux must have constant output 
during tne time needed to complete the measurements.  Tne data scatter 
may be largely due to the positioning routine. 

Presumably tne data scatter reported nere would be the same in 
the middle infrared; the reflectance itself of metals is higher there 
than in the near infrared.  The averaging spnere belonging with the 
EMR causes major difficulty in tne middle infrared.  Equipment threaten- 
ing flux levels are needed for adequate signal when the present averaging 
spnere is used witn a thermopile detector.  Output response to off-axis 
flux nas also been non-ideal.  A sphere coating witn reflecting and 
diffusing properties superior to shot-blasted aluminum is needed.  A 
coating of gold, evaporated over the present rough surface, would 
probably be suitable. 

In the middle infrared there are operating advantages in leaving 
tne metal target surface unscratched. A moderate polish gives a 
sufficiently specular reflectance pattern tnat, together with tilt, 
nole loss is avoided.  Accuracy would be acceptable, contingent on an 
improved averaging sphere.  Precision would be improved since the target 
positioning routine would be less critical than with the scratched 
target.  Finally, if the emphasis were to be put on changes of reflec- 
tance from a hot target, rather than magnitude of reflectance, the EMR 
would serve very well. 
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APPENDIX A 

OUTLINE OF DERIVATION OF FOCUSING PROPERTIES 

OF AN ELLIPSOIDAL MIRROR 

While the results to be obtained here are not new, the method is 
free of ambiguities found in previous derivations.  The method is quite 
different from any known previous derivation and is straightforward, 

We take the hemiellipsoid to be of the form 

2   2   2 

b^ a       bz 

with a > b so that the y axis is the major axis. Then at a point on 
the ellipsoid (x2, y?,   z2) the normal is given by 

2x  A  2y .   2z . 
n - -f-   i ♦ -5^ j  ♦ ~Y- *   • CA2) 

b      a      b 

Referring to Figure Al, the vector from the origin (position vector) 
to some point on the normal vector is 

r = rQ2 ♦ n 

r=x2i+y2j+z2k+sn (A3) 

where s is a parameter and can have any value; each value corresponds 
to some point on the normal. 

A ray trace through the hemiellipsoid, showing parameters needed 
later, is presented in Figure A29. 

We now envision a source point (x., y., 0) from which a ray 
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HEMIELLIPSOID 

POINT (5) 

Figure Al.  Position Vector of Ellipsoid Normal 
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SOURCE 
POINT 0 

ji((x2,y2,z2) REFLECTION POINT© 

IMAGE   POINT 0 

Figure A2.  Ray Tracing for a Hemiellispoid 
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strikes the ellipsoid at (x2, y , zS)  and is reflected through the point 

(x., y.t  0). The source and image points are taken in the plane z = 0. 

The intersection of the normal to the ellipsoid with the plane z = 0 is 
denoted by (x , y  0). To determine this point we have 

r = x3 i t y3 j x2 i + y2 j + z2 k + s 
/2X2 : **% :      2Z2 

\ b     a     b 
' (A4) 

From this we obtain 

x3 = 0 

y =^f2 
y3   2 r 

a 
(A5) 

where f2 = a2 - b2 

We wish to determine the coordinates of the image point (x., y., 0) 

To do this we must first find the equation of the reflected ray. This 
is determined by the condition that the surface normal bisect the angle 
between the incident and reflected rays. Denote the direction of the 

incident ray by r., the direction of the normal by n, and the direction 

of the reflected ray by r2« The circumflex - signifies a unit vector. 

and since n.n = 1, 

A A 

n = q (rx + r2) 

q ■ 

(A6) 

I 1/2 

2 (1 + cos 2$) 
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where $ is the angle between the incident ray and the surface normal 

and 2«t> is the angle between the incident and reflected rays.   Then 

= [2(1 + cos 2 4>jj 1/2 n - r, 

ri= 

(x2 - xx) i + (y2 - yx) j + z2 k 

x2 - x1 / +(r2-r>)2   * 
2   2 

Z2 

11/2 
(A7) 

A  I x^  Ä  y~ A  2-  Ä % 
222 

x2  y2   z2 

b    a    b 

-1/2 

J 

We take the position vector of some point on the reflected ray to be 

r2 = x2 i * y2 j ♦ z2 k «■ s r2  , (A8) 

where s takes on all real values. We wish the intersection of this line 
with the plane z = 0, i.e., the image point, (x., y., 0). At this point 
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r2 " X4 * * U    J 

x, i + y, j ♦ z9 k + s 
1.2 (1 ♦ 

2 
X2    ♦ '2 

-1 1/2 

♦ cos  2») J        / X2  - + 
yJ_ ' +  H ? \ 

\ y2
2 + z2

2Mb2       a2J    b27 

a 

(x2 - xx)   i +   (y2 - yx)   j  +  z2 k 

nx
2 - xiY +(y2 -yi)2 + 

1/2 

(A9) 

Now let s. be the value of the parameter s for which the reflected 

ray intersects the z B 0 plane. We can then solve the preceding equation 
for s. by equating the £ component to zero. Doing this yields 

S4 = j'-rt)' ♦ (v,)' • 
-1/2 

"I 2 + 2 cos 2<J> 

I    /    V   ,4   „4/ -) 

1/2 1-1 

(A10) 

Substituting s. back into equation A9 and separately collecting i and j 

components, yields equations for x. and y..    The equations contain the 

angle $ explicitly. It can be eliminated but the algebraic details 
are tedious so the operations will only be indicated. Referring to 
Figure A2, we symbolize distances between points by a subscripted r, e.g., 
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the separation of point 1 and point 2 is r ,. Then by the law of 

cosines,   rj . rJ ♦ r^ - 2r12 r^ cos ♦, 

so we have 

(2  ♦ 2 cos 2*11/2 =L2 + TÄ    -TA   I, 
12 *13 * 

(2 ♦ 2 cos 2*)1/2 =(rj + rj . ,J J / ^ ^ .  (A11) 

Application of the hemiellipsoid relations Al and A5 and the usual 
distance formula e.g., 

r12= [(x2-xp
2  ♦ (y2-yi)

2 ♦ z2
2 J 

1/2 
(Al 2) 

finally bring the equations for x. and y. into the following form} 

4-2  2 a - f y2 
X4 - xl   

*2[wi*2;4]- (*4 + fV) 

*A* + **}) +    2.^y2[(xlVbQ-l] 

(Al 3) 

'4 = 
2 z 

These are the desired equations for the image point. While the deri- 
vation is tedious it is free of ambiguities which arise in previous 
procedures which involve simultaneous solution of sets of quadratic 
equations. 

Using the equations for the image coordinates x., y., we can find 
the changes in image coordinates with change in source coordinates. 
The needed derivatives are 3x., 3x4, 3y., 3y., but, as they are not 

3x7 "9y7 "5x7 3y7 
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simple expressions, only the first will be written out. 

3x4    (a'-fy2) (a%fy2) 

3x, I 
k- 2a2 y, y2 - f2 y2

2 ] 
a4 - 2a2 y. y, ♦ f2 y2 

1 '2 %-IH] 
(A14) 

The physical meaning of the first partial derivative is that it 
gives the change in the x coordinate of the image point as the x co- 
ordinate of the source point is changed. A similar interpretation 
applies to the other partial derivatives. At the source point (x., y.) 

(0,-f) the derivatives do take a simple form. 

3x, 
 n 
ax, (°>-f>     V + fy, / 

(o.-f) 
= 0 

(Al 5) 

3x, 

2a2 fx2 (a2-fy2) 

(0,-f)    ,2 , 2     z   rj v • J b  (a + fY2J 

*1A 
(0,-f) --(4^0 • 

\ a   ♦ fy, / 

The first and fourth of these equations are Brandenberg's magnifi- 
cation equations referred to in the text, page 9. The expressions only 
hold with respect to a small region about the source point when it is at 
one focal point of the ellipsoid.  The algebraic sign of the magnifi- 
cation is of no consequence. 
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Displacements of the source point of magnitude dx., dy. result in 
image point displacements of 

V 3X!       3X1    /  » 

and 
(A16) 

/  3x       3v  A \ 
 4 i ♦  74 j  I dy ,    respectively, 

V 8/i       ^!   /   ' 

where i and j are unit vectors in the x, and y.  directions and where 

the reflecting point on the ellipsoid surface is held fixed. The 
differential source area is imaged on an area whose magnitude is that 
of the vector product of the above two displacements.  Taking the 
magnitude of the vector product yields, using the second of equations A15, 

dA  = ^4  ^4 dx  dy  . (A17) 

I   8X1  3yl 

The areal magnification is then 

^4       3x4 9y4   / 
a -fy2 

dXjdyj 3xl *1 " \   a2+ 
M = ^rV- = *==■ -^P- = I -*      •  (A18) 

^2 

(This expression is just equal to the Jacobian of the transformation 
connecting the source coordinates x., y., with the image coordinates 

V y4)- 
The areal magnification is independent of x , z^    An object space 

rectangle becomes in image space a parallelogram whose shape depends 
upon all coordinates needed to specify a ray direction.  For the case 
in which a and b are "almost" equal, f is "small" so that an object 
space rectangle becomes an "almost" rectangular shaped parallelogram 
in image space for any-fixed ray direction. 
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APPENDIX B 

DEVIATION OF LASER BEAM FROM A BALL-BEARING 

A ball-bearing deviated a HeNe laser beam 180°, filling the 
ellipsoidal mirror. The required size of the ball is found with the 
aid of Figure Bl. 

Figure |1.  Deviation of Laser Beam from a Bail-Bearing 

The beam is collimated and of diameter 2d.  The ball-bearing» of radius 
a, deviated the beam through an angle 6, 

6  = 46   , 

6 = arcs in (—) . 
a 

For a deviation of 180°, beam 2 mm diameter, the ball-bearing 
should be 2.8 mm diameter. 
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APPENDIX C 

BACK-REFLECTIONS FROM AN AVERAGING SPHERE 

An averaging sphere is drawn in Figure Cl. 

<j>  = back-reflected flux c 

<t> = entering flux 

A = sphere area 

A, = detector port area 

A = entrance port area 

p  = wall reflectance w 

( )  =  (1-Ae/A-Ad/A), quantity proportional to 
flux remaining in sphere 
after port losses 

ENTRANCE PORT 

DETECTOR PORT 

Figure Cl. Averaging Sphere Geometry 

The total flux passing out of the entrance port is called the   2 

back-reflected flux. The analysis follows that of Richmond and Geist. 
The flux in the sphere after the first reflection is <f>QPw- Assuming 

the coating is a perfect diffuser, the fraction of this flux falling 
on the entrance is A /A. The flux remaining in the sphere after the 
two port losses (detector port and entrance port) is <f>Qpw (1-Ae/A-Ad/A). 
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The flux is reduced by reflection on A, of which the fraction falling 
on the entrance port is A_/A. The flux that has passed out due to two 
reflections, from the initial spot and from the whole area, is 

W d-Ae/A-Ad/A) Ae/A ♦ Vw2 Ae/A ( ). 

The argument continues for successive reflections. An accounting of 
flux loss is shown in Table Cl, which reads left to right. 

Table Cl.  Flux Account 

Reflec-    Flux in sphere     Flux Out Entrance    Flux in sphere 
tion Port after port losses 

P  <J> KwTo 
p  4» A /A KwYo e P  *    ( ) *wYo  v  J 

P    ♦     ( ) kw yo   v  J P    <f>     (  )A /A w Yo e 
2 A      t   ^2 

Fw Yo   v  } 

P    <J>     ( ) Hw Yo  v  J p  3<j>     (  )2A /A p  3<f>     (  )3 

wo e w    o  v ' 

•.. 

Hw Yo  v ' Pw +0   (  ) Ae/A Pw *0   (  ) 

Summing the terms in the third column gives the back-reflected flux. 

♦e " *o (
<>KV

A)
   ' + Pw ( > [ 

2  , .2 n, .n 
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Summing the infinite series gives 

4> /4» ■ (P A /A) ye To  v w e .^1 
For our four inch diameter sphere, Ag/A = 0.035 and A^/A « 0.006. The 
wall reflectance can be 0.95 for MgO.  With these figures, <f> /<f> =0.37 

or 37 percent of the entering flux ia back-reflected. The ratio <f> /<J> 

is called nf in the text, page n. 
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TABLES 

(Table 1 may be found on page 10.) 

TABLE 2 

Beckman Readings on Three Dates 

Target:  2024-T4 Aluminum 

Wave- 
lengths 
(urn) 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 

Dates 

24 Jun .574 .597 .627 .655 .670 .688 .694 .712 

25 Jun .584 .607 .636 .660 .682 .697 .707 .721 

1 Jul .580 .602 .632 .655 .670 .683 .695 .708 

Avg .579 .602 .631 .656 .674 .689 .698 .713 

Range .010 .010 .009 .005 .012 .014 .013 .013 

Std Dev .006 .006 .005 .003 .007 .008 .007 .008 
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TABLE 3 

EMR Readings on Three Dates 

Target:  2024-T4 Aluminum 

Wave- 
lengths 
(um) 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 

Dates 

24 Jun .738 .737 .773 .840 .827 .843 .828 .830 

25 Jun .680 .693 .733 .742 .768 .786 .775 .775 

28 Jun .672 .679 .715 .730 .757 .775 .765 .755 

Avg .696 .703 .740 .770 .784 .801 .789 .786 

Range .066 .058 .058 .11 .07 .068 .063 .075 

Std Dev .039 .034 .034 .065 .041 .040 .037 .044 

EMR-DK2A 20.2 16.7 17.2 17.3 16.3 16.2 12.9 10.2 
DK2A 

15.8% AVERAGE PERCENT DISAGREEMENT 
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o=Vb2*f2   SEMIMAJOR   AXIS 
b=5.50   ±0.01   SEMIMINOR  AXIS 
f=2.00   ±0.01  FOCAL   DISTANCE 

32  MICROFINISH 

Figure  1.   Design of  Half-Ellipsoidal  Cavity 



ROTATING   BLOCK OF ALUMINUM- 

CUTTING 
TOOL 

GROOVE 

LINKAGE   TO CUTTING  TOOL 

FINGER  OF CONTOUR FOLLOWER UNIT 

PLATE 

TRAMMEL 

a.     SEMIMAJOR  AXIS ., 0A 

b .   SEMIMINOR AXIS 

Figure 2. Machining Half-Ellipsoidal  Cavity 
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AXIS OF ROTATION 
OF LATHE CHUCK 

A 

MACHINED   DURAL  BLOCK 

CIRCULAR OPENING 11 IN. DIA. 

PHANTOM HALF-ELLIPSOID 

HALF-ELLIPSOID ON THE   LATHE 

5.85" SEMIMAJOR   AXIS 

T  
5.50" SEMIMINOR AXIS 

1  
FOCUS 

//////////////// NV\V 

REJOINED   HALVES 

NOTE:  LEFT SIDE  IS  VIEW "A-A'.'  RIGHT   SIDE   IS SYMMETRICAL 
HALF   CREATED   BY   CUT   IN    PLANE "A-A" 

Figure 3.  Sectioning of Half-Ellipsoid 
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Figure 4.  Imaging of a Spot Source 



Figure 5.  Imaging of an Extended Source 
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3/4" DIAr-i 

to 

ENTRANCE PORT 
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DETECTOR   PORT 

FASTENERS: 
SIX EA. 8-32 SOC. HD. 
SCREWS   AND  TWO EA. 
3/16   DOWEL  PINS ON 
4-1/2" B.C. 

Figure  6.  Unshielded  Averaging  Sphere 
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FASTENERS: 
FOUR EA. 10-24 SOC. HD. 
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DECTECTOR 
PORT 
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Figure 7   Larche-Schulae   Averaging  Sphere 
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100 Ü 

Figure 8.  Response of Unshielded Sphere to Narrow Bea» Illumination 



ARBITRARY   UNITS 

MgO   COATING 

Figure 9. Response of Larche-Schuize Sphere to Narrow Beam Illumination 
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Figure 10.  Response of Larche-Schulze Sphere to Full-Beam Illumination 



Figure 11. Target Mounted 



Figure 12.  Reflection Pattern from Scratched Target 
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Figure 13. Unidirectional Lay of Surface 
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STANDARD  IRRADIANCE   LAMP 
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Figure 14. Reflectance  Apparatus 
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Figure 15. Reflectance Apparatus 
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Figure 16. Sample Measured on EMR 
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